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We have measured the electron emission yields y of clean aluminum under bombardment

with H+ H+ D+ D+ He+, B+, C+, N+, N2+. 0+. 02+, F+, Ne+, S+, Cl+, Ar+, Kr+, and Xe+

in the energy range 1.2—50 keV. The clean surfaces were prepared by in situ evaporation of
high-purity Al under ultra-high-vacuum conditions. It is found that kinetic electron emission

yields yk, obtained after subtracting from the measured y a contribution due to potential emis-

sion, are roughly proportional to the electronic stopping powers, for projectiles lighter than Al,

For heavier projectiles there is a sizable contribution to electron emission from collisions involv-

ing rapidly recoiling target atoms, which increases with the mass of the projectile, and which

dominates the threshold and near-threshold behavior of kinetic emission. The results, together

with recently reported data on Auger electron emission from ion-bombarded Al show that the

mechanism proposed by Parilis and Kishinevskii of inner-shell excitation and subsequent Auger

decay is negligible for light ions and probably small for heavy ions on Al and in our energy

range. We thus conclude that kinetic electron emission under bombardment by low-energy ions

results mainly from the escape of excited valence electrons.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron emission (EE) from solids under ion
bombardment can proceed via two distinct mechan-
isms. ' ' In potential EE (PEE) electrons can be li-

berated from the solid by the energy released upon
neutralization of the incident ion. This process can
occur if the ground-state recombination energy of the
ion, E;, exceeds twice the work function of the target

P, and being exothermic, it has no kinetic threshold.
The number of electrons released per incident ion
through PEE, y~, can be predicted fairly accurately"
at low impact velocities using a model developed by

Kishinevskii. PEE yields are known ' to be fairly
constant at velocities lower than 5 & 10' cm/sec and
are expected to fall rapidly at higher velocities. "

Ions with velocities exceeding a certain threshold,
in the range 0.4 —2.5 x 10 cm/sec, can eject electrons

by the kinetic EE (KEE) mechanism. Here, the en-

ergy required to release electrons from the target is

provided by the kinetic energy of the projectile.
In a recent paper'2 (to be referred to as I) we have

reported total ion-electron emission yields y for
2 —50-keV H+, H2+, and He+ in a variety of clean
metal targets. It was shown there that KEE for
light-ion bombardment can be understood on the
basis of a model of direct binary collisions between
the light ions and the valence electrons of the target.
We have also shown that inner-shell ionization plays
a negligible role for low-energy light-ion impact.

Here, we present measurements of electron yields
of clean aluminum for different incident ions in the
1.2—50-keV energy range. A good insight into the
role of inner-shell Auger processes can be obtained

in this case since detailed studies of the excitation of
A12p electrons for light and heavy ions in our energy
range have been published recently. "

The use of heavy ions also offers the opportunity
to test whether the proportionality between electron
yields and electronic stopping powers, observed in I
for H+ impact, is of a general nature.

The interest in studies of the dependence of elec-
tron yields with Z~, the atomic number of the projec-
tile, lies also in the possibility of isolating target-
dependent quantities related to electron transport and
escape through the surface barrier, -which should
enter as a common factor.

We should mention that several detailed studies of
the y(Z~) dependence have been performed in the
past, ' ' but they all relate to targets which were not
clean and therefore, although of possible great techn-
ical importance, they do not allow the test of physical
models, since electron yields are known to be strong-
ly dependent on the state of the surface which was
not well defined in those experiments.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

We will recall here only the main aspects of the ap-
paratus and the experimental technique since a de-
tailed description has been given in I. The ion beams
were produced in a conventional accelerator equipped
with a radio-frequency (rf) ion source and a magnetic
mass analyzer, and which was connected to the UHV
target chamber via two stages of differential pumping.

The target formed part of a shielded Faraday cup
equipped with an electron suppressor electrode. The
electrons emitted from the target were collected into
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a positively biased electrode. Clean polycrystalline
samples were prepared by fast in situ evaporation of
high-purity aluminum (purity better than 99.999%.' at
pressures in the 10 -Torr range, and deposition o o
a polished stainless steel substrate. Clean sample.
were also prepared using the standard technique &

sputter cleaning with energetic argon ions and we. .:.

found to give the same EE yields as freshly evaporat-
ed surfaces to within our 2% statistical uncertainties.
This indicates that trapped Ar and bombardment in-
duced surface topography had no effect on the yields
which could be discerned in our experiments. A
similar finding was previously reported by Hag-
strum' "in the low-energy, PEE region.

The cleanliness of the target could be conveniently
monitored by the yield measurements which are
known to depend markedly on the degree of gas ad-
sorption. Special care was taken to use very small
bombardment doses ( (10"ions/cm') when using
chemically reactive ions, to keep the targets from
contaminating to any noticeable extent.

The total experimental errors in the yields amount-
ed to +4% which include systematic errors arising
from the emission of secondary ions from the target
(backscattered and sputtered) and from the presence
of neutral projectiles in the incident beam. " The
measurements of the beam energy were accurate to
within +(0.1% +30 eV).

Two more sources of uncertainties can be identi-
fied in this work. One is the presence of an un-

known fraction of excited metastable ions in the
beam, which gives a larger PEE yield than ground
state ions. ' This effect is nonexistent for H+,

negligible for He+, ' and possibly also for Ne+.
For the other ions the uncertainties are expected to
be important at our low-energy end in cases where
PEE is comparable with KEE. Nevertheless, the
results were found to be insensitive to ion source
operating conditions which could be expected to
result in variation of the population of ion beam par-
ticles in excited states.

The other source of uncertainty is the contamina-
tion of the atomic ion beam ( Y+) with doubly

charged diatomic molecular iona ( Y,'+) which cannot
be separated in the magnetic analyzer due to their
identical mass to charge ratios. This effect could be
important only for N+ and 0+ since only in cases of
using beams of these ions the accelerator produced
substantial beams of the respective homonuclear
molecular ions N2'+ and 02'+. The existence of this
uncertainty does not allow us to study the molecular
effect in EE for these ions, as has been done for hy-

drogen ions. "
III. RESULTS

The experimental results are shown in Figs. 1—5.
Figures 1—4 also show the results of other workers
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FIG. 1. EE yields per atom vs the energy of the projec-
tile. 0-H+, T-D+, -H2+, 0-D2+, this work; ———-H2+

from Ref. 32. CI-H+ from Ref. 33, data for 60' incidence
normalized to 0' by dividing by 2=cos ' (60').
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FIG. 2. EE yields for Ar+ ions vs energy. 0-this work,
5-Ref. 34, 7-Ref. 35, 0-Ref. 33, data for 60 incidence nor-
malized to 0' by dividing by 2=cos ' (60'). The dashed
curve is an estimate of the recoil contribution to EE. See
text for the meaning of E„(@),E„'($), and E'„(Eb).

who made efforts to produce and keep their surfaces
reasonably clean. The results of Losch for H2+ are
in good agreement with ours. This author treated his
samples in an Ar discharge and conducted measure-

, ments at 10 Torr. Since at these pressures gas ad-
sorption occurs rapidly Losch measured y as a func-
tion of time and extrapolated the results to zero time.
The Toulouse group measured yields on surfaces
cleaned by sputtering with 40-keV Ar+ ions and kept
in an UHV (10 9 Torr) environment. The measure-
ments were done at 8 =60' where 8 is the angle
between the direction of the ion beam and the nor-
mal to the surface. To compare these results with
our data we have assumed the law y = yo sec 8 to be
valid and have divided their data by sec 60' = 2, and
found a very good agreement for H+ and Ar+ bom-
bardment.
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FIG. 3. EE yields for Kr+ ions vs energy. 0-this work,
'7-Ref. 35. The dashed curve is an estimate of the recoil
contribution to EE. See text for the meaning of F.„(@),
F.„'(P), and ~„(&q).

FIG. 4. EE yields for Xe+ ions vs energy. 0-this work,
O'-Ref. 35. The dashed curve is an estimate of the recoil
contribution to EE. See text for the meaning of E„(@),
&„'(y), and &„(&t,).

The results of Magnuson and Carlston " for 1—10-
keV Ar+ on polycrystalline Al and those of
Carlston er al. '5 for Ar+, Kr+, and Xe+ on Al(111)
single crystal surfaces are in excellent accord with
ours. These workers performed their experiments at
10 8 Torr and used high beam current densities
()10 p, A/cm2), thus keeping their surfaces clean by

sputtering. The comparison of our results with those
of Carlston er al. for Al(111) is meaningful since
these workers found that highly packed (111) sur-
faces of fcc metals give yields which are nearly identi-
cal to those of polycrystalline surfaces.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the yields with
velocity v, for all the ions studied. The general trend

is for y to be proportional to velocity for the lighter
ions and to be larger the heavier the projectile. A
notable exception is the behavior shown by F and
Ne+ ions. This particular behavior has previously
been observed by Hagstrum ' and by Gaworzewski
et a/. ' for Ne+ on silicon crystals, and is not under-
stood at present.

IV. DISCUSSIQN

A. Inner-shell ionization (comparison with the theory
of Parilis and Kishinevskii)

This theory" disregards the direct excitation into
vacuum of valence electrons from the target and the
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FIG. 5. EE yields for different ions on Al vs the velocity of the projectiles.
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projectile and considers KEE to result from a two-
step process. In the first, and as a result of a violent
collision, a core electron of the target is excited just
over the Fermi level; the second step is the filling of
the core hole through an Auger process involving
valence band electrons. The cross section for inner-
shell excitation is taken as a =S(Eq)/J where S(Eq)
is the inelastic stopping power for collisions in which
the transferred energy is at least equal to Eb, which is
the binding energy of the core electron with respect
to the Fermi level, and J is the mean energy spent by
the projectile in producing electron-hole pairs in the
target. Parilis and Kishinevskii (PK) calculate S(Eq)
with a modified version of Firsov's friction model for
energy loss in atomic collisions" which uses a
Thomas-Fermi description of the atoms. This stop-
ping power which corresponds to both inner- and
outer-shell excitation of the projectile and the target
is incorrectly taken by PK to represent only the stop-
ping due to inner-shell excitation of the target.

One of the consequences of the PK theory is the
existence of a threshold velocity for KEE which is the
projectile velocity at which the maximum inelastic en-
ergy transfer equals Eb. At velocities sufficiently
large so that the projectiles lose only a small fraction
of their energy over the mean electron escape depth
L, PK obtain for the kinetic EE yield:

where N is the target atom density and 8'is the
probability that the Auger process results in EE. W
is taken empirically from work on potential EE as
W =0.016 (Eb —P) where $ is the work function of
the target.

One can test the PK theory by evaluating Eq. (I)
and comparing the result with experiment but the un-
certainties in the values of J, L, and 8'do not allow
us to make a good judgement on the underlying
model. A more meaningful test of the model can be
obtained by plotting y(E)/o (E) which according to
Eq. (1) should be independent of the projectile ener-
gy E and on the nature of the projectile. This has
been done in Fig. 6 where we have used yk = y —

y~
with y as measured in this work and y~ calculated
from Kishinevskii's formula, 9 and the results of
Benazeth et al. "for Al L-shell excitation cross sec-
tions. 39 It is clear from Fig. 6 that y/o. depends
strongly not only on energy but also on the type of
projectile. This is sufficient to rule out inner-shell
excitation from being the only excitation mechanism
in KEE. What remains unknown is the relative im-
portance of this mechanism in the total yield; Fig. 6
just tells us that its role will be insignificant for the
lighter ions on Al in our energy range.

B. Excitation of valence-band electrons

y~" = crNL W

I I I I I I I

It was shown above that the neglect of the excita-
tion of valence electrons leads to results in disagree-
ment with experiment. Let us first consider the sim-
ple picture in which these electrons are treated as free
and in which the perturbation set up by the heavy
projectiles in the electron gas is small. In I it was
shown that the maximum energy that can be trans-
ferred in the binary interactions is:

T =2m'(u+uF) (2)

17

where m is the mass of the electron, e the velocity of
the ion, and vF the Fermi velocity. A threshold velo-
city u„ for KEE is obtained when T = P, and is
given by:

Ar

up= —,uF[(I+2//muF)' ' —I l (3)

For aluminum (vF =1.97 && 10a cm/sec, Q =4.26 eV)
we obtain v„=1.75 x 10' cm/sec.

The fact that valence electrons are not really free
but can exchange momentum with the lattice during
excitation will cause T to be larger than given in Eq.
(2) and correspondingly v„will be smaller than given
by Eq. (3). Nevertheless it was shown in I that the
extrapolations of the yields of H+ to very low veloci-
ties are not inconsistent with the prediction of this
simple model for v„(the extrapolated threshold velo-
city for He+ ions is much lower than v„due to a sub-
stantial potential contribution caused by the high ion-
ization potential of He).

I I I I I I I,
15 20 30 50 70

energy (keV}

FIG. 6. Ratios between KEE yields yk and cross sections
cr for Al 2p inner-shell excitation vs the energy of the pro-
jectiles. KEE yields were obtained by subtracting PEE yields
given in Ref. 9 from our measurements, The curves are
derived from smooth fits to our data and to cross-section
data (Ref. 13).
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The energy transfer mechanism described for light
ions is inefficient due to the large difference between
ion and electron masses in the binary screened
Coulomb interaction. The situation is different in the
case of heavy projectiles which carry many electrons
into the collision. In this case electron-electron in-

teractions produce excitations more efficiently as the
electron clouds are compressed during the collision.
This excitation mechanism, often referred to as elec-
tron promotion or Pauli excitation is well known to
occur in inelastic processes involving atoms in the gas
phase. ' Then, for heavy ions, the maximum energy
transfer and the threshold velocity will be higher and
lower than given in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively.

It is worth noting here that the picture of a weakly
perturbed, nearly free valence electron gas will tend
to lose its meaning in the case of heavy ions moving
slowly in solids since the localized dynamic perturba-
tion which is produced in the system is very strong.
The situation will resemble more the case of atomic
collisions in gases except for transitions which occur
at large internuclear distances.

In analogy with the model proposed in I, we will

assume that for projectile energies F. such that the
maximum inelastic energy transfer T » $, the
number of electrons excited by the projectile above
the vacuum level and in the depth interval x,
x+dx, is.'

S,(E)
n(x)dx = dxJ (4)

Now, our first condition, T » $ is valid for ini-

tial energies Eo» E„[T (E„)=P) since T is

roughly pt'oportional to JE.3' 8 Therefore, and since
L is of the order of a few nm, ' we can expect the
energy of the projectile and therefore S„not to vary
much over distances of this order in such an energy
range. We can then take S,(E) outside the integral
and obtain:

y = S.(EO)
PL (6)

where S, = dE/dx is the elec—tronic stopping power
and J is the average energy spent by the ion in excit-
ing one electron to final states above the vacuum lev-
el.

In this simple model, the electron cascade and at-
tenuation is described by an exponential factor
exp( —x/L) where L takes into account both elastic
and inelastic mean free paths and is averaged over
electron energies in the cascade and paths to the sur-
face. The average electron escape probability through
the surface barrier will be called P and it is dictated
by the angular and energy distribution of the elec-
trons reaching the surface and by the height of the
surface barrier. Thus, in the path-length approxima-
tion:

P f+oo

y = ——ll
—S~(E) exp( x/L)dx—
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FIG. 7. Ratios between KEE yields yk and electronic
stopping powers S, vs ion energy. The curves are derived
from smooth fits to KEE data and to stopping power data
(Ref. 42).

C. Thresholds and recoil effects

The data obtained in this work do not allow us to
determine thresholds for KEE with any certainty.
Some of the data can, however, be extrapolated with
confidence and provide, at least, higher limits for

We have already noted in I for H+ impact on dif-
ferent metals that for not too low ion velocities vo,

y/S, was roughly independent of vo which implies
that the spatial and energetic distribution in the cas-
cade (which determines PL/J) does not depend
much on ion velocity.

Figure 7 shows the ratios y/S, from our measure-
rnents of y and those of Ormrod et al. 42 for S,.
These workers obtained the stopping powers from
measurements of energy loss of ions passing through
thin (300—400 A) Al foils and with equipment of
small (-1.15') angular acceptance. The values of S,
so derived represent, therefore, a lower bound to the
total electronic stopping, since the most violent colli-
sions are excluded. To obtain the kinetic contribu-
tion to EE we have subtracted from the data potential
EE yields y~ obtained using the formula of Kishinev-
skii which was recently shown' to be fairly accurate
for a variety of ion-target combinations. Corrections
for potential EE are important only in the cases of
He+, F+, and Ne+.

We can observe in Fig. 7 that all values of
(y —y~)/S, fall in a narrow band to within 30%.
This spread can be partly attributed to experimental
uncertainties and partly to a variation of J with Z~,
analogous to that observed in ion-pair formation in
gases. 4' The trend of y/S, to decrease at low ener-
gies is due to the existence of a threshold energy for
KEE below which y =0 while S, has a finite value.
For F+ and Ne+ projectiles the situation is different
with y/S, increasing as the energy decreases; this is
related to the particular behavior of y for these pro-
jectiles as shown in Fig. 5.
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threshold energies. Using the modified Firsov
theory we have calculated threshold energies for
Ar+, Kr+, and Xe+ impact and have indicated the
values in Figs. 2—4. E„(Eb) is the threshold ob-
tained with the PK theory which assumes that L-shell
excitation is responsible for KEE and that therefore
the minimum energy transfer required for KEE is Eb,
the binding energy of the Al L-shell electrons with
respect to the Fermi level, The figures show that
these thresholds are clearly too high. The situation is
improved if we calculate E„($)which occurs when
the maximum energy transfer equals the work func-
tion of the target.

There exists also the possibility that fast recoil
atoms from the target produce EE even when the
projectile energy is lower than E„(qh). This effect,
which can be expected to be more important the
heavier the projectile, will determine the existence of
a new threshold energy E„'($). Following this idea
we have calculated the threshold energy E„'(Q) for Al
projectiles and then calculated the minimum projec-
tile energy E„'($) to produce an energy transfer
E„'(P) to the recoil. These values have also been
plotted in Figs. 2—4; it can be observed that a better
agreement with experimental data is obtained, partic-
ularly for Xe+ ions.

In the case of light ion impact, the threshold velo-
city of 1.75 x 10' cm/sec given in I for direct binary
interactions with valence electrons, is consistent with
the data for projectiles H+ to N+ if due account is
taken of potential EE, particularly in the case of He+
ions.

The broken lines in Figs. 2 —4 represent an esti-
mate of the contribution of the recoiling target atoms
to the KEE yields and were evaluated using two
Monte Carlo calculations which followed the his-

'
tories of projectiles and recoil atoms in the target. In
both cases, the effect of elastic collisions on the tra-
jectories was calculated using the Moliere approxima-
tion to the Thomas-Fermi interatomic potential, and
the modified Firsov theory was used to calculate
inelastic energy transfers larger than $ as a function
of depth. Assuming that the same values of P, J,
and L apply for both projectile and recoil induced EE,
we finally obtained the percentage contribution of
recoiling atoms to the KEE yield. The calculations
were limited to energies not too close to the energy
threshold since J may vary in a strongly and as yet
unknown manner in this energy region. The results
show that, as expected, the contribution of recoiling
atoms to KEE is more important the larger the mass
of the projectile.

D. Z~ dependence

We have pointed out before that y(zi) can be
directly related to S,(zt). We will now make a fuller
discussion by comparing the observed y(Z~) depen-

where N is the number density of the target atoms.
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FIG. 8. KEE yields yk vs Z~, the atomic number of the

projectiles for a fixed value of initial impact velocity,
y =6 & 10 cm/sec. ~-this work, except for Ar+ (Z =18)
which is taken from Ref. 33. Theoretical or empirical esti-
rnates are: f~(Z&, Z&) from Ref. 37 with Z~ =13,
f~(Z~, Z~) from Ref. 45 with Z~ 13, Lindhard and Scharff
(LS) from Ref. 46, Yarlagadda, Robinson, and Brandt
(YRB) from Ref. 47. Curves f~(Z~, Z&), LS, and YRB are
normalized to coincide with our proton data. f~(Z~, Z~) is

normalized to f&(Z ~, Z&) at Z
~
= 13.

dence with predictions of theories of KEE and elec-
tronic stopping.

In the PK theory, which is based in the Firsov
model of energy loss:

y= f(v)Fi(zi, zp)

where
2

Zi+Zp ) Zi
f&(z&,zq) = »z, /~

for ~ & &4
Z] + Zp Zp

and where f(v) is a function of ion velocity but not
of Z~. In a subsequent paper Kishinevskii and Parilis
(KP)" extended the same theory to be able to deal
approximately with light ions (which were not well
treated in the Thomas-Fermi model used by Firsov)
and obtained a new factor:

(z 1/2 + z I /2 )

( I/6 I/6 ) 3
L Z) +Zg

Two semiempirical relations exist, besides the Fir-
sov theory, for the Z~, Z& dependence of the elec-
tronic stopping at low velocities. Lindhard and
Scharff" proposed, using dimensional arguments

S Z 7/6Z ~((Z 2/3 + Z 2/3 )3/2
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It can be observed in Fig. 9 that the maxima of
y(Z~) and S,(Z~) occur at approximately the same
position but that the relative magnitude of the struc-
ture is larger in stopping than in KEE and that there
are differences in the relative behavior of H+ and
He+. The larger relative structure in S,(Z&) is possi-
bly related to the larger average impact parameters
involved in S, determinations using a small angle
transmission experiment. This idea is supported by
the facts that S, measurements under channeling
conditions (which heavily discriminate against small
impact parameters) show very large Zt osciila-
tions" " and that measurements of energy loss
straggling (which gives more weight to small impact
parameter collisions) show practically no structure. "

FIG. 9. EE yields y and electronic stopping powers S, vs

Z&, the atomic number of the projectile for a fixed value of
incident energy, Eo =40 keV. y-this work, S, from Ref.
42. The bars gives the magnitude of the PEE yields yz(0)
in the low velocity limit as given in Ref. 9. y~ (40 keV) are

expected to be substantially smaller than y~(0) for H+ and

He+ ions.

Yarlagadda et al. ' in a more empirical approach pro-
posed:

S, n Z~' [1 —exp( —0.95Z~ ' ')]'
A comparison between these theories and KEE yields

(y —y~) is made in Fig. 8 for a projectile velocity of
6 x 10'cm/sec. Good agreement is found between the

Z~ dependence of KEE and the models of Lindhard
and Scharf and Yarlagadda et al. for electronic stop-

ping while the KEE theories of PK and KP give a

very different Z~ dependence.
Besides the general trend apparent in Fig. 8 one

can also observe a small superimposed structure.
This structure is more conspicuous when y vs Z~ is

plotted at a fixed projectile energy rather than veloci-
ty. Figure 9 shows S, and y vs Z~ at 40 keV. Also
indicated in the figure are the magnitudes of potential
EE yields calculated with Kishinevskii's formula; at
these energies, however, we can expect a reduction in

the values of y~ especially for light ions, due to their
large velocity. '

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our measurements of electron emission yields
from clean aluminum induced by ion bombardment
have allowed us to evaluate the importance of Parilis
and Kishinevskii's mechanjsm of inner-shell excita-
tion and subsequent Auger decay in KEE. It was

found that this mechanism does not account for the
main part of the observations and furthermore that
its role is negligible for light ions in the keV energy
range; on the contrary, the excitation of valence elec-
trons seems to predominate at these low energies.

We have also evaluated the role of recoiling target
atoms finding that in the case of heavy ion bombard-
ment they account for the energy threshold in KEE.
In the case of projectiles of mass smaller or compar-
able to the mass of the target, the contribution of
recoils is small and the KEE yields were found to be
roughly proportional to the electronic stopping power
at energies not too close to threshold. The propor-
tionality factor was found not to depend much on the

type of projectile providing evidence for a more gen-
eral relationship between electronic stopping and
KEE yields.
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